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Angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) reveals the features of the electronic structure of quasi-
two-dimensional crystals, which are crucial for the formation of spin and charge ordering and determine the me-
chanisms of electron–electron interaction, including the superconducting pairing. The newly discovered iron-
based superconductors (FeSC) promise interesting physics that stems, on one hand, from a coexistence of super-
conductivity and magnetism and, on the other hand, from complex multi-band electronic structure. In this review 
I want to give a simple introduction to the FeSC physics, and to advocate an opinion that all the complexity of 
FeSC properties is encapsulated in their electronic structure. For many compounds, this structure was determined 
in numerous ARPES experiments and agrees reasonably well with the results of band structure calculations. 
Nevertheless, the existing small differences may help to understand the mechanisms of the magnetic ordering 
and superconducting pairing in FeSC. 
PACS: 74.20.–z Theories and models of superconducting state; 
74.25.Jb Electronic structure (photoemission, etc.); 
74.62.Вf Effects of material synthesis, crystal structure, and chemical composition; 
74.70.Xa Pnictides and chalcogenides; 
79.60.–i Photoemission and photoelectron spectra. 
Keywords: superconductivity, iron-based superconductors, electronic band structure, angle resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy. 
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1. Introduction 
Four years ago, the discovery of LaO1–xFxFeAs [1], 
a new superconductor with transition temperature at 26 K, 
has marked the beginning of a new era in superconducting 
research. The Copper Age has been replaced by the Iron 
Age, i.e., all the researchers and fundings have switched 
from the high-Tc cuprates (HTSC or CuSC) to the iron-
based superconductors (FeSC), as it is clear from a number 
of early reviews on the subject [2–8]. Today, after four 
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years of active research, Ref. 1 has been cited more than 
3000 times and the investigation of FeSC is in the main-
stream of the condensed matter physics [9–12]. 
There are several good reasons why the FeSC are so in-
teresting. First, they promise interesting physics that stems 
from a coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism. 
Second, providing much larger variety of compounds for 
research and having multi-band electronic structure, they 
give hopes to resolve finally the mechanism of high-tem-
perature superconductivity and find the way of increasing 
.cT  Lastly, the FeSC are quite promising for applications. 
Having much higher cH  than cuprates and high isotropic 
critical currents [13–15], they are attractive for electrical 
power and magnet applications, while the coexistence of 
magnetism and superconductivity makes them interesting 
for spintronics [16]. 
To date, there is a number of useful and comprehensive 
reviews on the diverse properties of FeSC [2–5,7–9] and 
on the pairing models [9,11,12]. The scope of this review 
is smaller but twofold. On one hand, I want to give a sim-
ple, even oversimplified introduction to the FeSC physics. 
On the other hand, I want to advocate an opinion that all 
the complexity of FeSC properties are encapsulated in their 
complex but well defined and rather common multi-band 
electronic structure. For many compounds, this structure 
has been determined in numerous angle resolved photo-
emission experiments (ARPES), and one of the scopes of 
this review is to show that while the overall agreement 
between the measured and calculated band structures is 
very good, it is the observed small differences [17] that 
may help to understand the mechanisms of the magnetic 
ordering and superconducting pairing in FeSC. 
2. Iron-based superconductors 
There are many families of FeSC with different struc-
ture and composition already known [2–5,7–9] but all 
share a common iron-pnictogen (P, As) or iron-chalcogen 
planes (Se, Te), as shown in Fig. 1 [8]. All the compounds 
share similar electronic band structure in which the electro-
nic states at the Fermi level are occupied predominantly by 
the Fe 3d  electrons. The structure itself is quite complex 
and, in most cases, consist of five conduction bands that 
result in rather complex Fermiology that changes rapidly 
with doping and, consequently, leads to many unusual su-
perconducting and normal state properties. Figure 2 shows 
the square FeAs lattice and the corresponding Fermi sur-
face for a stichometric parent compound. Figure 3 provides 
examples of the FeSC phase diagrams with distinct areas 
of the antiferromagnetically ordered spin density wave 
(marked as AFM or SDW and bordered by the Néel tem-
perature )NT  and superconducting (SC, cT ) phases, re-
minding the extensively discussed phase diagram of CuSC 
[18]. Here I briefly review some of the most interesting 
and most studied FeSC materials with the references to 
their properties and experimental (ARPES) studies of their 
electronic structure, which will be important for the fol-
lowing discussion. 
Fig. 1. Crystal structures of some of iron-based superconductors, 
after [8]. 
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) FeAs lattice indicating As above and below the Fe plane. Dashed green and solid blue squares indicate 1- and 
2-Fe unit cells, respectively. (b) Schematic 2D Fermi surface in the 1-Fe BZ whose boundaries are indicated by a green dashed square. 
(c) Fermi sheets in the folded BZ whose boundaries are now shown by a solid blue square. After [11]. 
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1111. Starting from LaO1–xFxFeAs [1], the 1111 family 
keeps the records of cT : NdFeAsO1–y (54 K), SmFeAsO1–xFx 
(55 K), Gd0.8Th0.2FeAsO (56.3 K), but the material is hard 
to study. First, the available single crystals are too small — 
for all members of the family they grow as thin platelets up 
to 200 200 10 μm× ×  only [14]. Second, the termination of 
the crystal reveals a polar surface with distinct surface 
states that are markedly different from the bulk electronic 
structure [23] and highly complicate the use of any surface 
sensitive experimental probe such as ARPES [24]. 
122. The 122 family consists of a variety of different 
compounds with wide ranges of doping in both hole and 
electron sides [9] that form a rich phase diagram (see 
Fig. 3) where the superconductivity and magnetism com-
pete or coexist. The most studied compounds are the hole 
doped Ba1–xKxFe2As2 (BKFA) with max =cT  38 K [25] 
and the electron doped Ba(Fe1–xCox)2As2 (BFCA), 22 K 
[26,27]. Both share the same parent compound, BaFe2As2 
(BFA), which is a compensated metal, i.e., the total vo-
lume of its three hole Fermi surfaces (FS's) is equal to the 
total volume of two electron FS's [28,29]. BFA goes into 
magnetically ordered phase below 140 K [30] and never 
superconducts. An extremely overdoped BKFA is a stoi-
chiometric KFe2As2 (KFA) [31], which is non-magnetic, 
with =cT  3 K. There is also an interesting case of isova-
lent dopping, BaFe 2 (As1–xPx)2 (BFAP) ( =cT  30 K) [22] 
with similar phase diagram (see Fig. 3). 
To this, one can add a number of similar compounds: 
Ba1–xNaxFe2As2 (BNFA) ( max = 34 K)cT  [32,33], 
1– 2 2Ca Na Fe Asx x  (∼20 K) [34], CaFe2As2 ( =NT 170 K, 
>cT  10 K under pressure) [35], EuFe2(As1–xPx)2 ( =cT  
= 26 K) [36], etc. [7]. 
As a consequence of good crystal quality and variety 
of compounds, the 122 family is the most studied by 
ARPES [37] (see [38–44] for BKFA, [28,45–49] for 
BFCA, [29, 50–53] for BFA, [31,54] for KFA, [29,55] for 
CaFe2As2, [56,57] for BFAP, [58] for EuFe2(As1–xPx)2). 
The ARPES spectra well represent the bulk electronic 
structure of this family, at least, for the hole doped BKFA, 
BNFA, and BFAP, where the superconducting gap is rou-
tinely observed [39,41,59] and is in a good agreement with 
the bulk probes [43,44]. This poses the 122 family as the 
main arena to study the rich physics of the iron-based su-
perconductors. 
111. Being highly reactive with air and, consequently, 
more challenging to study, the 111 family has gave many 
interesting results that keep growing. The main representa-
tive of the family, LiFeAs [60,61], is the most “arpesable” 
compound [62–64]. It grows in good quality single crystals 
[65] that cleave between the two Li layers, thus revealing a 
non-polar surface with protected topmost FeAs layer; it is 
stoichiometric, i.e. impurity clean; it has the transition 
temperature about 18 K and one can measure the super-
conducting gap by ARPES and compare its value to bulk 
techniques; it is non-magnetic and, consequently, the ob-
served band structure is free of SDW replicas; and, finally, 
its electronic bands are the most separated from each other 
that allows one to disentangle them most easily and ana-
lyze their fine structure [63]. Figure 4 shows the FS maps 
measured by ARPES for LiFeAs (left) and an optimally 
doped BKFA (right). 
NaFeAs is another member of 111 family. It shows three 
successive phase transitions at around 52, 41, and 23 K, 
which correspond to structural, magnetic, and supercon-
Fig. 3. Examples of the FeSC phase diagrams: a schematic one [12], and the diagrams measured for (Ba1–xKx)Fe2As2 [9],
Ba(Fe1–xCox)2As2 [19], La(O1–xFx)FeAs [20], Fe1+ySexTe1–x [21], BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 [22]. 
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ducting transitions, respectively [66,67]. The compound is 
less reactive with the environment than LiFeAs but the 
exposure to air strongly affects cT  [68]. Replacing Fe by 
either Co or Ni suppresses the magnetism and enhances 
superconductivity [69]. For ARPES on NaFeAs, see 
[70,71]. 
11. The binary FeAs does not crystallize in the FeAs-
layered structure (it adopts an orthorhombic structure con-
sisting of distorted FeAs6 octahedra unlike the supercon-
ducting ferro-pnictides in which FeAs4 tetrahedra form 
square lattices of iron atoms [72]), but the FeSe does. So, 
the 11 family is presented by simplest ferro-chalcogenides 
FeSe and FeTe, and their ternary combination FeSexTe1–x 
[73]. The FeSe has been found to superconduct at approx-
imately 8 K [74], and up to 37 K under pressure [75]. 
Fe1+ySexTe1–x shows maximum cT  about 14 K at = 0.5x  
[21,73,76]. The crystals grow with excess ( y ) Fe atoms 
that present beyond those needed to fill the Fe square lat-
tice layers and go into interstitial positions within the Te 
layers [7]. For ARPES on 11 family, see [77–80]. 
245 or x22. The attempts to intercalate FeSe, the simplest 
FeSC, resulted in discovery of a new family AxFe2–ySe2 
(A stands for alkali metal: K, Rb, Cs, Tl) with cT  up to 30 K 
and with exceptionally high Néel temperature ( > 500 K) 
and magnetic moment ( > 3 Bμ ) [81–83]. This family 
called most often “245” because of its parent compound 
A0.8Fe1.6Se2 ≡  A2Fe4Se5. It is interesting that their resis-
tivity shows insulating behavior down to 100 K and super-
conductivity seems to occur from an antiferromagnetic 
semiconductor [84]. This, however, is not consistent with 
ARPES results which show the presence of a Fermi surface 
[85–88]. It is even more interesting that the observed FS is 
completely electron-like that, seemingly, contradicts to the 
most popular s ±  scenario for superconducting pairing 
[9,11,12]. Recently, it has been shown [89], that the puz-
zling behavior of these materials is the result of separation 
into metallic and antiferromagnetic insulating phases, from 
which only the former becomes superconducting, while the 
later has hardly any relation to superconductivity. The su-
perconducting phase has an electron doped composition 
AxFe2Se2 (so, the family can be called “x22”). Similar 
conclusion has been made based on neutron scattering ex-
periments [90]. 
3. Magnetism 
Naturally, the magnetic properties of FeSC are very rich 
and far from being completely understood [91], but since 
the focus of this review is in superconductivity, I will dis-
cuss only two issues: coexistence of static magnetism and 
superconductivity and role of spin fluctuations. 
3.1. Magnetic ordering 
Nearly perfect FS nesting in many parent compounds 
(which are compensated metals) suggests us to expect some 
static density wave with the nesting vector (π,π), as a way 
to lower the kinetic energy of the electrons (Peierls transi-
tion) [92]. Therefore, the realization of the antiferromag-
netic spin density wave in those compounds is quite natural 
— the most easy ordering for Fe lattice is the spin ordering 
[93]. Indeed, almost all parent compounds enters the anti-
ferromagnetic SDW below Néel temperature with exactly 
the same wavevector. Such a most common spin configu-
ration on Fe atoms is shown in Fig. 5 (left) [94]. This said, 
Fig. 4. Fermi surface (FS) maps measured by ARPES for LiFeAs [62] (left) and an optimally doped Ba1–xKxFe2As2 (BKFA) [40]
(right). 
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there are different opinions based on importance of interac-
tion of the localized spins [6,95,96] (see also [91] for re-
view on this topic). From experiment, there are both pro 
and con arguments on this problem. Pro: any time when 
the FS nesting is good (BFA [29,50,52] and other parent 
compounds of 122 family [56–58], NaFeAs [70,71]), the 
SDW is present, and when nesting is poor or absent (su-
perconducting BKFA [38,39], BFCA [28,45], BFAP [56], 
and stoichiometric LiFeAs [62]), there is no magnetic or-
dering. Con: Fe1+yTe shows different spin order, see Fig. 5 
(right) [94], despite having very similar FS topology (as it 
follows from calculations [97] and ARPES study [77]). So, 
one may conclude that the mechanism of the magnetic or-
dering in FeAS is not yet clear, but for the scope of this 
review it is important to know that this ordering is routine-
ly observed in many compounds, always neighboring the 
superconducting phase and often coexisting with it. 
Since static magnetism and superconductivity coexist 
on the phase diagrams for a number of FeSC [10], it is im-
portant to answer the questions: (1) do they coexist micro-
scopically and (2) do magnetism and superconductivity 
evolve from the same conduction electrons? The latter is 
related to the “itinerant vs. localized” problem and was 
briefly discussed above. The problem of coexistence on the 
microscopic scale is related to sample homogeneity and 
has been addressed in a number of publications (see [10] 
for a short review). In particular, for BFCA crystals, the 
homogeneity of superconducting state was demonstrated 
by magneto-optic imaging [98] down to 2 μm and by NMR 
[99] down to the sub-nanometer scale. Another 122 com-
pound, BKFA, is known to be inhomogeneous [41], and 
some separation of the magnetic and superconducting re-
gions has been found on a nanometer scale [100]. An evi-
dence for homogeneity has been reported for one of 245 
family, K0.8Fe1.6Se2 [101], but not confirmed by magnetic 
measurements on similar samples [102]. Clear phase sepa-
ration in other, Rb based 245, has been recently demon-
strated by ARPES [89] and by inelastic neutron scattering 
(INS) [90]. Also, it has been shown, that in EuFe2As2 un-
der pressure [103], similarly to the quaternary borocarbides 
[104], the antiferromagnetism is realized on the Eu sublat-
tice, affecting the superconductivity on the Fe sublattice. 
So, one may conclude that while on some systems like 245 
the magnetic and superconducting phases are spatially se-
parated, the question of coexistence in other FeSC systems 
requires more careful study. 
The neighboring is close and interesting issue. FeSC are 
perfect systems for realization of the CDW (or SDW) in-
duced superconductivity, the idea which had been sug-
gested long ago [105–107] and widely discussed [108–111]. 
For a slightly non-stoichiometric system, the band gap 
cannot kill the FS completely since some extra carriers 
should form small FS pockets and place the Van Hove 
singularity (vHs) close to the Fermi level. This mechanism 
is supported empirically since there are many known sys-
tems where superconductivity occurs at the edge of CDW 
or SDW phase [112–114]. On the other hand, the related 
increase of the density of states seems to be too small to 
explain the observed cT 's within the standard BCS model. 
I this sense, the conclusion of this review about importance 
of the proximity of FS to Lifshitz transition for supercon-
ductivity can help to understand the density wave induced 
superconductivity, in general. 
3.2. Spin-fluctuations 
If a magnetically mediated pairing mechanism takes 
place in FeSC, the spin-fluctuation spectrum must contain 
the necessary spectral weight to facilitate pairing [91]. It is 
also expected that fingerprints of its structure will be re-
cognizable in one-particle spectral function, like in case of 
cuprates (for example, see [115,116]). 
The spin dynamics in FeSC is revealed primarily by 
INS and, in some cases, supplemented by NMR measure-
ments (see [91] for review). 
First, the correlation between the spectral weight of the 
spin-fluctuations and superconductivity is observed. In at 
least two cases (BFCA [117,118] and LaFeAsO1–xFx [119]), 
when antiferromagnetically ordered parent compounds are 
overdoped by electron doping, the spin fluctuations vanish 
together with the FS hole pocket [28] and superconductivi-
ty. This is compatible with the idea that the spin fluctua-
tions are completely defined by the electronic band struc-
ture and play important role in superconductivity. 
Second, the correlation between the normal state spin 
excitations and electronic structure is found to be common 
for all FeSC [91]. In particular, even in Fe1+ySexTe1–x 
[120], an interesting early development in the study of the 
spin excitations was that, in contrast to the parent FeTe, the 
spin fluctuations in superconducting samples were found at 
a similar wavevector as found in the other Fe-based mate-
rials. Also, there is another common feature, a quartet of 
low-energy incommensurate inelastic peaks characterized 
by the square lattice wavevectors ( π± ξ , π ) and ( π , ),π± ξ  
observed for BFCA [121,122], Fe1+ySexTe1–x [123], and 
2 2CaFe As  [124], in analogy to CuSC [125]. 
SrFe As  2 2 FeTe
Fig. 5. In-plane magnetic structure common for the 1111 and 122
parent compounds (left) and for parent 11 compound (FeTe,
right). The shaded areas indicate the magnetic unit cells. After [94].
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Third, the “resonance peak” in the spin-fluctuation spect-
rum has been observed in many FeSC compounds in super-
conducting state, that is considered by many authors as 
an evidence for a sign change of the superconducting order 
parameter [10,91]. 
The spin resonance, the resonance in the dynamic spin 
susceptibility, occurs indeed because of its divergence 
through a sign change of the superconducting order para-
meter on different parts of the Fermi surface [126]. In cu-
prates, it was associated with the “resonance peak”, ob-
served in INS experiments, and considered as one of the 
arguments for d-wave symmetry of the superconducting 
gap. In FeSC, the resonance peak was predicted to be 
the most pronounced for the s ±  gap [127,128] and, in-
deed, the peaks in INS spectra had been observed for a 
number of compounds: BKFA [129], BFCA [130,131], 
Fe1+ySexTe1–x [123,132], 2 4 5Rb Fe Se  [90,133], etc. [91]. 
However, one should realize, that the peak in the dynamic 
susceptibility is not necessarily caused by the spin reson-
ance but can be due to a peak in the bare susceptibility 
(Lindhard function), which, as a result of self-correlation 
of electronic Green's function, is expected to be peaked in 
energy at about 2Δ  and in momentum at the FS nesting 
vectors [134]. In [135], in contrast to [128], it has been 
shown that a prominent hump structure appears just above 
the spectral gap by taking into account the quasiparticle 
damping in SC state. The obtained hump structure looks 
similar to the resonance peak in the s±-wave state, al-
though the height and the weight of the peak in the latter 
state is much larger. This shows that in order to support the 
sign charge scenario, not only the presence of the peak in 
INS spectra but also its spectral weight should be consi-
dered. The later is not trivial task. In Ref. 131, for exam-
ple, the INS measurements were calibrated in the absolute 
scale and the spectral weight of the resonance in BFCA has 
been found to be comparable to ones in cuprates. 
In summary, the spin-fluctuation spectra in FeSC, looks, 
at first glance, similar to the ones in CuSC in terms of ap-
pearance and correlation with electronic structure, but its 
accurate interpretation requires more efforts. As very last 
example for this, a combined analysis of neutron scatter-
ing and photoemission measurements on superconducting 
FeSe0.5Te0.5 [132] has shown that while the spin resonance 
occurs at an incommensurate wave vector compatible with 
nesting, neither spin-wave nor FS nesting models can de-
scribe the magnetic dispersion. The authors propose that a 
coupling of spin and orbital correlations is key to explain-
ing this behavior. 
3.3. Pseudogap 
Surprisingly, the pseudogap in FeSC is not a hot topic 
like in cuprates [136]. From a nearly perfect FS nesting 
one would expect the pseudogap due to incommensurate 
ordering like in transition metal dichalcogenides [137] and, 
may be, in cuprates [138]. If the pseudogap in cuprates is 
due to superconducting fluctuations [139], then it would be 
also natural to expect it in FeSC. 
In NMR data, the decrease in 11/ T T  in some of 1111 
compounds and BFCA [5] was associated with the pseu-
dogap. The interplane resistivity data for BFCA over a 
broad doping range also shows a clear correlation with the 
NMR Knight shift, assigned to the formation of the pseu-
dogap [140]. In SmFeAsO1–x, the pseudogap was deter-
mined from resistivity measurements [141]. The evidence 
for the superconducting pairs in the normal state (up to 
temperature 1.3 cT T≈ ) has been obtained using point-
contact spectroscopy on BFCA film. 
An evidence for the pseudogap has been reported from 
photoemission experiments on polycrystalline samples 
(e.g., see [142,143]) and in some ARPES experiments on 
single crystals [144], but this is supported neither by other 
numerous ARPES studies [41,42,57,59,64,145,146] nor by 
STM measurements [147,148]. The absence of the pseudo-
gap in ARPES spectra may be just a consequence of low 
spectral weight modulation by the magnetic ordering that 
may question its importance for superconductivity, dis-
cussed in previous section. 
4. Superconductivity 
In 1111 and 122 systems, superconductivity emerges 
upon electron or hole doping, or can be induced by pres-
sure [149] or by isovalent doping. In 111 systems, super-
conductivity emerges already at zero doping instead of 
magnetic order (in LiFeAs) or together with it (in NaFeAs). 
There are several important experimentally established 
tendencies, which are followed by many representatives of 
iron-based family with highest cT  [146]: large difference 
in superconducting gap magnitude on different FS pockets 
[39,43,150,151], / cTΔ  value, that is similar to cuprates 
and much higher than expected from BCS [43,59,150], 
correlation of cT  with anion height [152]. The complexity 
of the electronic structure of FeSC was originally an ob-
stacle on the way to its understanding [39,40], but at closer 
look, such a variety of electronic states turned out to be 
extremely useful for uncovering the correlation between 
orbital character and pairing strength [146] and, more ge-
neral, between electronic structure and superconductivity [17]. 
In this section I briefly discuss the existent pairing 
models, the experimental, mainly ARPES data on super-
conducting gap symmetry, and the observed general corre-
lation of the electronic band structure with cT . 
4.1. Pairing models 
From similarity of the phase diagrams for FeSC and cu-
prates, it was proposed that the pairing in FeSC is also me-
diated by spin-fluctuations that assumes the sign change of 
the superconducting order parameter. Then, to adopt the 
FS geometry of FeSC, the symmetry of the sign change 
should be different from d-wave symmetry of cuprates and 
Iron-based superconductors: magnetism, superconductivity and electronic structure 
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can be satisfied by an extended s-wave pairing with a sign 
reversal of the order parameter between different Fermi sur-
face pockets [153]. Today, the most of researchers do be-
lieve that the gap does have s± symmetry, at least in weakly 
and optimally doped FeSCs (see recent reviews [11,12]). 
This said, numerous studies of superconductivity in 
FeSCs demonstrated that the physics of the pairing could 
be more involved than it was originally thought because of 
the multiorbital/multiband nature of low-energy electronic 
excitations [12]. It turns out that both the symmetry and the 
structure of the pairing gap result from rather nontrivial in-
terplay between spin-fluctuation exchange, Coulomb re-
pulsion, and the momentum structure of the interactions. In 
particular, an s±-wave gap can be with or without nodes, 
depending on the orbital content of low-energy excitations, 
and can even evolve into a d-wave gap with hole or elec-
tron overdoping. In addition to spin fluctuations, FeSCs 
also possess charge fluctuations that can be strongly en-
hanced [96,154] due to proximity to a transition into a state 
with an orbital order. This interaction can give rise to a 
conventional s-wave pairing. 
The experimental data on superconductivity show very 
rich behavior, superconducting gap structures appear to 
vary substantially from family to family, and even within 
families as a function of doping or pressure [11]. The va-
riety of different pairing states raises the issue of whether 
the physics of FeSCs is model dependent or is universal, 
governed by a single underlying pairing mechanism [12]. 
In favor of s ±  symmetry, there are natural expectation 
that spin-fluctuations mediate pairing in FeSC, the obser-
vation of spin resonances by INS, which implies the sign 
change of Δ  as discussed above, and numerous experi-
mental evidences for the nodal gap [57,155,156] (see also 
references in [11,12]). It was also argued [157] that the 
very presence of the coexistence region between SC and 
stripe magnetism in FeSCs is a fingerprint of an s ±  gap, 
because for an s++  gap a first-order transition between a 
pure magnetic and a pure SC state is much more likely [12]. 
On the other hand, several cons come from ARPES. 
There is an evidence for strong electron-phonon coupling 
in LiFeAs [63,64]. The accurately measured gap anisotro-
py is difficult to reconcile with the existent s ±  models but 
with s++  models based on orbital fluctuations assisted by 
phonons [154,158,159]. The remnant superconductivity in 
KFe2As2, and, actually, for all overdoped BKFA started 
from the optimally doped one [40], should have different 
symmetry since only hole like FSs are present [17]. The 
same is applicable for AxFe2–ySe2 where only electron-like 
FSs are present [85–89]. 
In [12] it was suggested that in both AxFe2–ySe2 and 
KFe2As2 cases the gap symmetry may be d-wave, though 
with different nodes. In [160] it is argued that s ±  symme-
try in AxFe2–ySe2 can be realized due to inter-pocket pair-
ing, i.e. Δ  changes sign between electron pockets. Another 
possibility [11] for the order parameter to change sign in 
AxFe2–ySe2, is taking into account the finite energy of the 
coupling boson that should be higher than the binding 
energy of the top of the hole band in Γ-point, but one can 
hardly describe rather high cT  in 245 family within such a 
mechanism. 
4.2. Superconducting gap 
The best FeSC for ARPES and, consequently, the sys-
tems on which the most reliable data on superconducting 
gap can be obtained, are LiFeAs, BKFA (and similar hole 
doped compounds), and BFAP. 
LiFeAs allows the most careful determination of the 
gap value [62,64]. Accurate measurements at 1 K have 
allowed to detect the variations of Δ  over the FS with rela-
tive precision of 0.3 meV and the result is the following 
[64] (see Fig. 6): On the small hole-like FS at Γ-point of 
/xz yzd  origin, that, at some zk , only touches the Fermi 
level, the largest superconducting energy gap of the size of 
6 meV opens and is in agreement with tunneling spectros-
copy [161]. Along the large 2D hole-like FS of xyd  cha-
racter the gap varies around 3.4 meV roughly as 0.5 meV 
cos (4 )φ , being minimal at the direction towards the elec-
tron-like FS. The gap on the outer electron pocket is small-
er than on the inner one and both vary around 3.6 meV as 
0.5 meV cos (4 )φ , having maximal values at the direction 
Fig. 6. Superconducting gap symmetry in LiFeAs. Experimental Fermi surface (left). The experimental dispersions (center) measured
along the cuts A and B. A sketch of distribution of the superconducting gap magnitude over Fermi surfaces (right). After [11]. 
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towards Γ-point. The detected gap anisotropy is difficult to 
reconcile with coupling through spin fluctuations and the 
sign change of the order parameter but fits better to the 
model of orbital fluctuations assisted by phonons [154, 
158,159]. 
In BKFA, the superconducting gap was studied by 
means of various experimental techniques [43,151], and 
vast majority of the results can be interpreted in terms of 
presence of comparable amount of electronic states gapped 
with a large gap ( large =Δ 10–11 meV) and with a small 
gap ( small < 4Δ  meV). The in-plane momentum depen-
dence of the superconducting gap, determined in early 
ARPES studies, is the following: the large gap is located 
on all parts of the FS except for the outer hole-like FS 
sheet around Γ-point [39,41]. In [146], a clear correlation 
between the orbital character of the electronic states and 
their propensity to superconductivity is observed in hole-
doped BaFe2As2: the magnitude of the superconducting 
gap maximizes at 10.5 meV exclusively for iron ,3 xz yzd  
orbitals, while for others drops to 3.5 meV (see Fig. 7). 
In BFAP, motivated by earlier reported evidences for 
the nodal gap from NMR [155] and angle-resolved thermal 
conductivity [156], the superconducting gap was measured 
by ARPES [57] as function of zk , the out-of-plane mo-
mentum. A “circular line node” on the largest hole FS 
around the Z point at the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary 
was found. This result was considered as an evidence for 
s ±  symmetry [57]. Alternatively, taking into account the 
observed correlation of the gap value with orbital character 
of the electronic states [146], the “circular line node” can 
be explained as a location of extremely small gap due to 
lack of /xz yzd  character of given FS sheet at the BZ boun-
dary. 
4.3. Electronic structure and cT  
One can safely say that the visiting card of the iron-
based superconductors is their complex electronic band 
structure that usually results in five Fermi surface sheets 
(see Fig. 8): three around the center of the Fe2As2 BZ and 
two around the corners. Band structure calculations predict 
rather similar electronic structure for all FeSCs (see 
[162,163] and references therein). ARPES experiments 
show that it is indeed the case: one can fit the calculated 
bands to the experiment if it is allowed to renormalize 
them about 3 times and shift slightly with respect to each 
other [50,62,164,165]. In this section, I focus first on the 
most “arpesable” LiFeAs and BKFA compounds, to dis-
cuss their electronic structure in details. 
Fig. 7. (Color online). Three-dimensional distribution of the superconducting gap and orbital composition of the electronic states at
the Fermi level of Ba1–xKxFe2As2 (BKFA). (a) Distribution of the superconducting gap (plotted as height) and distribution of the orbital
composition for the states at the Fermi level (shown in color: ,xz yzd  — red, xyd  — green, ,xz yzd  with admixture of other orbitals —
orange) as function of xk  and yk  at constant = 0;zk  (b) the same, only for = ;zk π  (c) same distributions as function of in-plane mo-
mentum, directed along BZ diagonal, and zk . Note unambiguous correlation between the color and height, i.e., there is strong correla-
tion between the orbital composition and superconducting gap magnitude. After [146]. 
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LiFeAs. Figure 8(a) shows a fragment of the low-energy 
electronic band structure of LiFeAs calculated using the 
LMTO method in the atomic sphere approximation [166]. 
The same calculated bands but 3 times renormalized are 
repeated in panel (b) by the dotted lines to compare with 
the dispersions derived from the numerous ARPES spectra 
[62,63] shown in the same panel by the thick solid lines. 
The experimental Fermi surface is sketched in panel (c). 
The five bands of interest are colored in accordance to the 
most pronounced orbital character: Fe 3 xyd , 3 xzd , and 
3 yzd  [167,168]. Those characters have helped us to identi-
fy uniquely the bands in the experimental spectra using 
differently polarized photons [62]. 
Comparing the results of the experiment and renorma-
lized calculations, one can see that the strongest difference 
is observed around Γ point: the experimental xyd  band is 
shifted up about 40 meV (120 meV, in terms of the bare 
band structure) while the xzd / yzd  bands are shifted about 
40 (120) meV downwards. Around the corners of the BZ 
(X point) the changes are different, the up-shift of the xyd  
band in X point is about 60 meV while the xzd / yzd  bands 
are also shifted up slightly (about 10 meV). At the Fermi 
level, the largest hole-like FS sheet around Γ point, formed 
by xyd  band, is essentially larger in experiment than in 
calculations. This is compensated by the shrunk xzd / yzd  
FSs where the larger one has become three-dimensional, 
i.e. closed also in zk  direction, and the smallest one has 
disappeared completely. The electron-like FSs have 
changed only slightly, alternating its character in ΓX direc-
tion due to shift of the crossing of xzd  and xyd  bands be-
low the Fermi level, see Fig. 8(b). So, the experimental 
electronic band structure of LiFeAs has the following very 
important differences from the calculated one [62]: (i) there 
is no FS nesting, see Fig. 4 (left), and (ii) the vHs, the tops 
of the xzd / yzd  bands at Γ point, stays in the vicinity of 
the Fermi level, i.e., the system is very close to a Lifshitz 
transition [169]. The latter makes the band structure of 
LiFeAs similar to the structure of optimally doped 
( )1– 2Ba(Fe Co )As  BFCAx x  [47], as discussed below. 
BKFA. I start from the parent stoichiometric BaFe2As2, 
a representative fragment of the calculated electronic band 
structure for which is shown in Fig. 8(d). It is very similar 
to the band structure of LiFeAs with a small complication 
at the bottom of the xyd  bands in X point that is a conse-
quence of body-centered tetragonal stacking of FeAs layers 
instead of simple tetragonal stacking in LiFeAs. 
With the highest, in 122 family, transition temperature 
( cT  = 38 K) and the sharpest ARPES spectra, the hole 
Fig. 8. (Color online). Electronic band structure of LiFeAs (a)–(c), a representative 111 compound, and BaFe2As2 (BFA) /
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 (BKFA) (d)–(f), the parent/optimally doped 122 compound: the electronic bands, calculated (a), (d) and derived from
ARPES experiment (b), (e), and the Fermi surfaces of LiFeAs (c) and BKFA (f), as seen by ARPES. The bands and FS contours are
colored by the most pronounced orbital character: Fe 3 xyd , 3 xzd , and 3 .yzd . 
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doped BKFA and BNFA are the most promising and the 
most popular objects for trying to understand the mechan-
ism of superconductivity in ferro-pnictides. This said, it is 
important to stress that the FS of the optimally doped 
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 and Ba0.6Na0.4Fe2As2 is topologically 
different from the expected one: instead of two electron-
like pockets around the corners of the Fe2As2 BZ (X and Y 
points) there is a propeller-like FS with the hole-like blades 
and a very small electron-like center [40,170], as shown in 
Fig. 4 (right). Curiously enough, despite the experimental 
reports of the propeller like FS, the “parent” FS is still used 
in a number of theoretical models and as a basis for inter-
pretation of experimental results such as superconducting 
gap symmetry. 
Our first interpretation of the propeller-like FS, as an 
evidence for an additional electronic ordering [40], was 
based on temperature dependence of the photoemission 
intensity around X point and on the similarity of its distri-
bution to the parent BFA, but the interpretation based on a 
shift of the electronic band structure [50] was also dis-
cussed. Now, while it seems that the electronic ordering 
plays a certain role in spectral weight redistribution [44], 
we have much more evidence for the “structural” origin of 
the propellers: (1) The propeller-like FS, such as shown 
Fig. 7(a), is routinely observed for every optimally doped 
BKFA or BNFA crystals we have studied. (2) In extremely 
overdoped KFA [31,54], where the magnetic ordering 
is not expected at all, they naturally (according to rigid 
band approximation) evolve to larger hole-like propellers. 
(3) The same propellers in the spectrum of the overdoped 
( =cT  10 K) BFCA at 90 meV below the Fermi level [17]. 
Figure 8(e) shows the experimental bands (solid lines), 
derived from a number of ARPES spectra [17], on top of 
the bands (thin dotted lines) calculated for parent BFA, 
3 times renormalized, and shifted by 30 meV, as discussed 
above, to model the band structure expected for 
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2. One can see that the difference between 
the experimental and “expected” dispersions is even small-
er than in case of LiFeAs and mainly appears near X point 
as 40 meV shifts of the xzd / yzd  bands and one of xyd  
bands. These small shifts, however, result in the topologi-
cal Lifshitz transition of the FS and the question is how it 
is related to superconductivity. 
Naturally, one would like to examine whether one of 
the peaks in the electronic density of states (DOS), related 
to the Lifshitz transitions, can be responsible for the en-
hancement of superconductivity in BKFA. Comparing the 
DOS calculated for the parent BFA and the model Fermi 
surfaces [17] (see also [173]) one can see that the chemical 
potential, for which the FS would be the most similar to 
the experimental FS of BKFA, drops in the region where 
DOS of xzd / yzd  bands exhibits singularities. Strictly 
speaking, at the energy of 228−  meV DOS is not peaked 
but is increasing with lowering energy, hinting that a sim-
ple correlation between DOS and Tc, as suggested in [163], 
does not work for BKFA. From this procedure one can also 
conclude that the extremely doped KFA should have much 
higher DOS than any of BKFA, that clearly contradicts 
to the idea of simple relation between DOS and Tc. On 
the other hand, the high-Tc superconductivity scenario dri-
ven by interband pairing in a multiband system in the prox-
imity of a Lifshitz topological transition [171,172], looks 
more promising alternative for BKFA. This said, it seems 
extremely challenging task for chemists to go with over-
doping still further in order to reach the /xz yzd  saddle 
points responsible for the largest DOS peak at 282−  eV. 
Interestingly, the same can be suggested for LiFeAs, where 
DOS [173] shows a much higher peak of the same /xz yzd  
origin. 
Going back to the Lifshitz transitions in iron-based su-
perconductors, let us overview their electronic band struc-
tures now accessible by ARPES. Recently, the correlation 
of the Lifshitz transition with the onset of superconductivi-
ty has been observed in BFCA [46,47]. The study has been 
mainly concentrated on the outer hole-like FS formed by 
xyd  orbitals, nevertheless, it has been also found [47] that 
the tops of the /xz yzd d  bands go to the Fermi level for 
the samples with the optimal doping and = 24cT  K. Thus, 
the FS of optimally doped BFCA is similar to the FS 
formed by /xz yzd d  bands of LiFeAs, i.e., for the case 
when the Γ-centered /xz yzd  FS pocket is in the proximity 
of a Lifshitz transition. One can add another 111 com-
pound here, NaFeAs, that also has the tops of /xz yzd d  
bands very close to the Fermi level [70]. 
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One more example to support this picture comes from 
245 family (see [163] and references therein). The ARPES 
spectra from these compounds [89] are not very sharp yet, 
but one can confidently say that the bottom of the electron 
pocket at the center of the BZ is very close to the Fermi 
level, that allows us to place this family on the electron 
overdoped side of the generalized phase diagram, as shown 
in Fig. 9. At the end we note that in all known cases the 
bands those Lifshitz transitions do correlate with cT  have 
predominantly Fe /3 xz yzd  orbital character. 
5. Conclusions 
While the mechanisms of superconductivity and mag-
netism in FeSC remain unresolved issues, the experimental 
determination of electronic band structure allows us to 
make useful conclusions. Now we can say that the elec-
tronic structure of FeSC is either clear or can be easily cla-
rified by experiment so that one can easily fit the calcu-
lated bands to the experiment if it is allowed to renorma-
lize them about 3 times and shift slightly with respect to 
each other. So, one can suggest the following algorithm: 
experiment = (calculation + shifts)× renormalization,  
calculation orbital character,⇒  
 shifts FS topology nesting conditions,⇒ +  
i.e., from comparison of the experiment and calculations 
one can get the correct electronic structure with known 
orbital symmetry and estimate the self-energy (renormali-
zation). From the former one gets the Fermi surface topol-
ogy that is necessary for understanding superconductivity 
and FS geometry (nesting conditions) that may or may not 
be important for understanding the magnetism here. From 
renormalization one can get the information about elec-
tronic interaction. 
Considering all the electronic band structures of FeSCs 
that can be derived from ARPES, it has been found that the 
Fermi surface of every optimally doped compound (the 
compounds with highest cT ) has the Van Hove singulari-
ties of the Fe /3 xz yzd  bands in the vicinity to the Fermi 
level. This suggests that the proximity to an electronic to-
pological transition, known as Lifshitz transition, for one 
of the multiple Fermi surfaces makes the superconductivity 
dome at the phase diagram. Since the parent band structure 
is known, one can consciously move the essential vHs to 
the Fermi level by charge doping, by isovalent doping, or 
by pressure. Based on this empirical observation, one can 
predict, in particular, that hole overdoping of KFe2As2 and 
LiFeAs compounds is a possible way to increase the cT . 
To summarize, the iron-based superconductors promise 
interesting physics and applications. While the interplay of 
superconductivity and magnetism, as well as their mechan-
isms remain the issues of active debates and studies, one 
thing in FeSC puzzle is clear, namely that it is the complex 
multi-band electronic structure of these compounds that 
determines their rich and puzzling properties. What is im-
portant and fascinating is that this complexity seems to 
play a positive role in the struggle for understanding the 
FeSC physics and also for search of the materials with 
higher cT 's. This is because the multiple electronic bands 
and resulting complex Fermiology offer exceptionally rich 
playground for establishing useful empirical correlations. 
This is also because this electronic structure is well unders-
tood — the band structure calculations well reproduce its 
complexity: all the bands and their symmetry. The role of 
the experiment, in this case, is just to define exact position 
and renormalization for each band. This piece of experi-
mental knowledge, however, appears to be vitally impor-
tant for understanding of all electronic properties of these 
new compounds. 
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